Idea— Chalk Balls are soaked in a concentrated Alcoholic
Solution of Aniline Violet or other A. color and dried & coated
with Dextrine or other substance to keep them from staining
hands these are enclosed in Pill boxes for transport by Mail
for use in mkg ink place one of the Balls in inkb Bottle containing water shake & its ready for use= Perhaps Tragacanth or plaster paris would be better than chalk=c
Chas Batchelor
James Adams
X and X (photographic transcript), NjWOE, Lab., Vol. 12:20-21; TI
2, Edison's Exhibit 22-12 (TAEM4:11-12,11:365). Document multiply
signed and dated. aFollowed by horizontal line across page. blnterlined
above. Paragraph canceled with large X.
1. Figure labels are "Reed," and "The hissing Consonants." The
writing following the figure is "Hemidemisemiquaver" twice.
2. Figure labels below are "insulated" and "Hissing Consonants."
The major part of the calligraphy below says, "The vibration of the oscillation," "Physcists and Sphynxes in majestical Mists The majestical myth which Physcists seek," "Protochloride," "The vibration," and
"Protochloride of Lead."

-969TechnicalNote:
Telephony

[Menlo Park,] July 17 1877
Spkg Telephone
reproduced slow or fast by a copyist & written down1 This can
be applied telegraphically thus2

Sheet after received is sent to Copyist whole pass it in
machine similar to that shewn on other page3 & copied3 at rate
of 25 words per minute whereas it was sent at rate of 100 per
minute thus Saving all skilled3 oprs & 5 persons doing work
of .8. Emg might be used instead of magnet to receive it
might be done in other ways besides indenting—such as perforating with needle or by a friction ink=

July-September 1877
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Revolving plate two telephone tubes=
T A Edison

Chas Batchelor
James Adams

X (fragment?), NjWOE, Lab., Vol. 12:16 (TAEM4:8). aObscured overwritten letters.
1. Here Edison proposes a solution to the problem of recording telephone messages, which many in the telegraph industry thought essential for practical use of the telephone. Believing that the telephone
would continue to be used by the public in much the same manner as
the telegraph, with operators sending and recording messages that
would then have to be delivered to the customer, they argued that
inasmuch as the public must delegate to corporate bodies the carrying of their telegrams, and neither telegraph company or the public will receive one from the other verbal messages; they must be
written, and this necessity neutralizes any advantages that might
otherwise accrue to the telegraph company by reason of the increased capacity given a wire by the application of the telephone.
[Johnson 1877, IOJ
2. Figure label is "Telephone transmitter same as my Talker Transmitter."
3. This referent is unidentified.

-970From George Field

St Louis Mo July 18th 77
DrSir
Your favor of the gth instant1 has just reached me— by its
date I observe that it was written the very day I left New York.
I regret not having received it a few days earlier— I desired
to see you for the purpose of calling your attention to the subject of Electric light—or the production of light by electricity It appears that the invention of Paul Jablochkoff of
Paris2 demonstrates the possibility of utilizing this element for
purposes of illumination—and I feel quite confident that if
you will apply yourself to it that important results might fol-

July-September 1877
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